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About This Content

At Thors Military Academy, Erebonia’s best learn everything from the art of war to liberal arts. First year Rean Schwarzer
learns he’s been selected to join the controversial Class VII, and they’ll need to deal with more than just class warfare--they’ll

need to safeguard their country from chaos.
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some objects hard some easy great play. 10\/10 IGN RAtes WtF EZ Goings oNZ. It's a cool game, but no one ever plays it, all
you will be doing is playing deathmatch with AI.. I wanted to start off by saying the developer is asking for people to review this
game. This shows great confidence and the ability to accept constructive feedback is so rare. I would like to play it some more
and leave a more detailed review, but for now here is what ive got.

So far this game for its price is great. It has speedrunning potential that is reminescent to classic games I grew up with as a child.
The controls are precise\/tight and the challange involved is well recieved. Armor\/ weapons\/ stats are a bit plain, however
straightforward enough to be reasonable. I will update once I get further in, but so far its an entertaining game.

. Because of my hectic workhours, I didn't speak to my dad in a month.

But after I finished 3\/4 of this game, I grabbed my phone and called my dad and talked for a couple hours.

Thank you, Nanali Studios :'). New Motion Pack:

Skin= 5\/10
Character Portraits= idk
Lasers= 999\/10. Very similar to angry birds. Think badger family in space. It's all about the gravity and your propulsion jets.
Good, but not really original. Get it cheep.. IT IS NOT LETTING ME USE ENGLISH
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This game has kept me on my toess and has challenged me to my very peak. I managed to extend my powers of puzzle solving
just like in the Frictional Games ... games. I love how it turned out and i can't wait to play more.. Extremley fun game, but there
is not many people who have bought the game. READ THIS AND BUY THEY GAME, This game has so much potential!. Not
worth the full $15 price, but a great game to pick up when it goes on sale.

Don't set a goal to sit down and beat this game. It isn't that type of experience. This game is great for picking up and playing
whenever you have an hour or two to kill.. cool racing game.... A very beautiful soundtrack !
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